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Sex tax: 'broad-based'

A Rhode Island state legislator has proposed a $2 tax on sexual intercourse to help the state cope with its rising financial burdens.

Rep. Bernard Gladstone (D-Providence) predicted his measure, if enacted, would bring about $30 million in revenue in its first year.

He estimated the $2 tax, to be levied on any single act, would be paid by some 300,000 males who would contribute an average of $100 per year each, payable on April 15. Females would be exempt from the levy.

Gladstone called his proposed tax "broad-based" and described it as "the one tax that would probably be overpaid."

The bill would apply to all males "over the age of puberty."

No enforcement scheme was reported.

The General Assembly also passed a motion "petitioning the government of North Viet Nam to release more information to the wives and mothers of American prisoners concerning the health and welfare of these men."

Dick Dewold, Building Maintenance Assistant for the Physical Plant Department, gave assurances that the cracks have existed for some time and were no cause for alarm. He added that engineers check out all reports of new cracks and have so far found nothing dangerous in the building.

GREEK FOOD AT ITS BEST

The Parthenon Restaurant

New authentic Greek restaurant. Modest prices, superb European wines, variety of lunches. Open 11 a.m. - 11 p.m. Daily.

924 Mass. Ave. in Cambridge. Phone 491-9592

The Tech

The Tech is above all a student newspaper. No other group on campus is quite so well suited for representing your interests: we have the personnel resources, the equipment, and the experience necessary to tackle in our own way many of the problems undergraduates and graduate students face. And you can be more effective yourself by expressing your own ideas in a letter to the editor.

Additionally, we aim to provide students with information about what's going on at MIT. If you have any suggestions about news or events we should be covering, please let us know.

We can be reached at The Tech office on x1541 or dl-9-185, or through interdepartmental mail at W20483. Just ask to speak to any member of the editorial board (Alex Makowski, Harvey Baker, Lee Guerre, Joe Kauli, or Bruce Peetz).